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Drugs may cause damage to the generation of nation which influence the moral damages and moral loss of youth. The productive age have a large number of users and increasing every year. In Islam using an illegal drugs is strictly prohibited because it included in the heady group. A factor of the neighborhood where drug users stay can also affect the healing process. Drug users need a place and neighborhood that can reduce drug use in stages until regardless such as Rehabilitation Center Drug Users in Karangploso Sub district Malang by applying a healing environment theme. Site conditions have a good view, comfortable climatic conditions, and easy access can be achieved in accordance with the principles of healing environment. Rehabilitation Center of Drug Users are expected to have a positive impact such as reducing drug addiction, reducing crime in society and increasing rehabilitant’s creativity.

The concept is fluidity in serenity that creates an environment which takes the nature’s elements as serenity in every healing process that can directly associated with healing environment and Islamic studies. The concept of serenity in fluidity was applied in site by establishing zoning which showing the flow of users from the beginning to being in the rest area. On the form, applying the curved elements that soften and firm element that strengthens and increasing the optimism of user’s life. In the space, applying concept to create a quiet and fresh atmosphere in rooms.